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‘This side of reality’: Thoughts and Provocations regarding Acting and Stanisl

avsky 

Bella Merlin, PhD

Jean Benedetti Research Fellow, 2013-14

A terrific actor-friend of mine was recently filming a BBC period drama involvi

ng much swash-buckling and woman-rescuing. All seemed to be going swash

-bucklingly well until the director came up to him and said, ‘We just need to

be sure that we keep the scene this side of reality.’ 

‘Oh?’ asked my friend (Actor A), wondering if his performance was too

“theatrical” despite the highly theatrical tenor of the drama. ‘Am I not?’. 

‘No, no!’ reassured the director. ‘It’s great – but we just need to be sur

e that we keep it this side of reality.’ 

The scene proceeded, the action of which involved Actor A’s character

shouting a challenge across a field to Actor B (one of the series regulars). He

shouted his challenge, he waited for the response, and…he waited…and he

waited…and he waited.

‘Cut!’ declared the director and walked over to Actor A. ‘Is anything wr

ong? Did you forget your lines?’

‘No,’ replied Actor A, ‘I’m absolutely sure of my lines. I was just waiting

for [Actor B’s] response.’ 
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‘But he’s already said it,’ replied the director, much to Actor A’s bemus

ement. He hadn’t heard a word in answer to his shout across the field, the re

ply to which would surely have elicited a corresponding shout from Actor B. A

fter all, the size of the field was not insignificant. Instead, Actor B had respon

ded with the sotto voce delivery, which seems to be proliferating on film and

television in both the US and the UK. The outcry surrounding the BBC’s dram

atisation of Jamaica Inn in July 2014 illustrates the situation: with almost 220

0 complaints about actors mumbling their way through three episodes, the B

BC went from blaming the sound technicians to blaming the performers.1 

There seems to be a faux sense of what it means to be ‘real’ in perfor

mance. A pendulum swing appears to be in motion from the bold style of dec

lamation (against which Stanislavsky was fighting at the turn of the nineteen

th century) to a conviction in some actors that the quieter they speak, the m

ore ‘believable’ their performances are. Yet surely it was Actor B in the story

above who was on ‘the wrong side of reality’ – by replying to a man on the o

pposite side of a field in a voice way too quiet for the truth of the given circu

mstances. No doubt Actor B was concerned that, if a close-up were chosen in

the final edit for this particular moment, any volume louder than that picked

up by the boom mic (a foot from his face) would be ‘too big’ for the small scr

een. So, are we letting the technicalities of a medium sabotage the realities

of dramatic truth? 

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 2311, 2014 Draft 32
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This paper raises provocations, rather than providing answers. It ’shas just b

een just over 150 years since Stanislavsky’s birth. His ‘system’ remains the b

ackbone of many approaches to actor-training across the world. Yet new pers

pectives and interpretations are constantly emerging. My main provocation i

n this paper is that we’re on the brink of a serious and exciting paradigm shif

t with regard to acting processes. I don’t offer a concrete definition of what t

hat new paradigm might be. Rather, I draw upon my ongoing work – as an ac

tor in the industry and as an actor-trainer in the academy – to consider how t

hat paradigm shift might be evolving. Perhaps these provocations may draw

us a little closer to defining the new paradigm.

Provocation 1: What do we think we’re doing when we’re acting?

Since I currently work around Los Angeles, where the majority of employmen

t lies in television and film, my own area of interest resides primarily in chara

cter-based drama. For me, this entails psychophysical realism, as opposed to

an emphasis on either the psychological or the physical. (The differentiations

between ‘physical theatre’ and ‘psychological realism’ can often be misplace

d and somewhat unhelpful.) Therefore, my first provocation concerns the ver

y nature of what actors believe they’re doing when they enact a character. T

his provocation invites us to explode two particular myths: ‘The quieter I am,

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 11, 2014 Draft 2
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the more truthful I am’ and ‘I’m not doing my job properly unless I feel what t

he character is feeling.’ 

‘The quieter I am, the more truthful I am’

The mumble-school-of-acting undoubtedly arises from some actors’ belief th

at the less volume (ergo, the less breath) they use, the easier it will be to co

nnect to the role. This mode of acting is at its least successful when it comes

to bold narrative styles, especially on screen. I recently saw Al Pacino’s 1996

film, Looking for Richard – a funfascinatingplayful merger of documentary an

d drama, following Pacino and his cast’s voyage into the terrain of Shakespe

are’s Richard III. Quite early in the film, theatre guru, Peter Brook, states that

the more quietly an actor speaks, the more truthful the words can feel to him

or her. While the comment is made in the context of Pacino’s Shakespeare-o

n-film, there is a sense that Brook is equating ‘truth’ with ‘emotional accessib

ility’ in broader acting terms and environments. Certainly, when we feel our

emotional core is connected to a role, we have a sense of faith in what we’re

doing: it feels more ‘truthful’. However, to equate truth with quietness potent

ially undercuts a fundamental, physiological fact: emotion demands breath.

Of course, both breath and emotion can be expressed lightly and quietly. Ye

t, at its most basic, some emotions simply involve more breath for their ‘trut

hful’ expression than that allowed by the quietness suggested by Brook or by

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 2311, 2014 Draft 32
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the television mumble. In other words, ‘Quietness = Emotional Truth’ is not t

he most helpful acting premise.

Exploring breath as the bedrock on which we build our work as actors has

been pivotal for practitioners from Antonin Artaud to Phillip B. Zarrilli – not to

mention Stanislavsky, as his use of yoga in actor training emphasisesdemons

trates (see below). ‘For every feeling, every mental action, every leap of hum

an emotion,’ argues Artaud, ‘there is a corresponding breath which is approp

riate to it.’2 Meanwhile, Zarrilli’s multicultural training process begins with ac

knowledging that – until we’ve mastered breath – the tensions of our bodies

and the monkey-madness of our minds will always impede our creative flow:

‘by not allowing one’s mind to wander from attentiveness to the ever-presen

t breath and yet keeping an open awareness to the environment, the practiti

oner begins a process of exploring the subtleties of the relationship between

the physical and mental/cognitive/perceptual elements woven simultaneousl

y together and at play in embodied work.’3  Artaud’s quotation links breath to

emotional receptivity, while Zarrilli’s quotation highlights breath as the funda

mental gel bonding all the aspects of the actor’s instrument. Breath is thus s

een as the foundation of the acting process.

Those actors, therefore, who believe that by limiting their intake and use

of breath to a palette of quiet tones they will increase their emotional truthfu

lness, are in effect reducing their range of emotional options. Arguably, this c

omes to the fore most profoundly with Shakespeare, where the power of exp

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 11, 2014 Draft 2
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anded breath to stir emotions is particularly pronounced. (I discovered this m

ost potently playing Margaret for veteran Shakespeare director, Tina Packer,

and her Linklater-trained voice coach, Margaret Jansen, at the Colorado Shak

espeare Festival in 2012.)4 Shakespeare absolutely understood the fundame

ntal rhythm-makers of life – the heart and the breath – when he wroteby writi

ng in iambic pentameters. When it comes to speaking Shakespeare, we need

volume, we need breath, we need sufficient air to enter our lungs to reverber

ate through our body, bounce off our solar plexus, and resonate through our

emotional receptors. Shakespeare’s images spring to life when we dare to us

e our whole acting instrument. In Looking for Richard – which serves as a mic

rocosm for what is ’s happening in a great deal of television and film today –

the Shakespeare scenes become so muted and pause-laden, that ultimately t

hey sink into a hypnotic rhythm and somnambulant melody. It’s time to halt t

he trend in which Minimum Breath equals Maximum Truth: it’s not the case p

hysiologically and, as Jamaica Inn among other productions proves, it’s not t

he case with dramatic storytelling. Which takes us to the second part of this

provocation.... 

‘I’m not doing my job properly unless I feel what the character is feeling’

Many young actors believe that they have to feel whatever the character is f

eeling or they’re not acting well. I propose that this is an obsolete interpretat

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 2311, 2014 Draft 32
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ion of Stanislavsky’s ‘sincerity of emotions.’.5 This phrase (which appears as

early as Chapter 2 of An Actor Prepares) is set amidst other valuable words t

hat are sometimes jettisoned in favour of ‘sincerity.’. Speaking through the fi

ctional Tortsov, Stanislavsky suggests: 

By true seeming we refer not to actual feelings themselves but t

o something nearly akin to them, to emotions reproduced indirec

tly, under the promptings of true inner feelings. 

In practice, this is approximately what you will have to do:

first, you will have to imagine in your own way the “given circum

stances” offered by the play, the regisseur’s production and your

own artistic conception. All of this material will provide a general

outline for the life of the character you are to enact […] It is nece

ssary that you really believe in the general possibilities of such a

life, and then you become so accustomed to it that you feel your

self close to it. If you are successful in this, you will find that “sin

cere emotions” or “feelings that seem true” will spontaneously gr

ow in you.

However, […] forget about your feelings, because they are

largely of the subconscious origin, and not subject to direct com

mand. Direct all of your attention to the “given circumstances.”.

They are always within reach.6

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 11, 2014 Draft 2
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In July 2014, I began Research and Development on The Hecabe Projec

t with director Andy Lavender and movement director Ita O’Brien. Based on E

uripides’ Hecabe, this exciting multimedia project presents some exacting ac

ting challenges, not least because of the characters’ high-octane given circu

mstances. Erstwhile Queen of Sparta, Hecabe, she is now a prisoner of war, s

everal of her children have been killed in battle, and her daughter, Polyxena,

is about to be sacrificed at the tomb of Achilles. In a mere three-and-a-half d

ays of Research and Development, how on earth was I going to ‘really believ

e in the general possibilities of such a life’ and ‘become so accustomed to it’

that I ‘feel myself close to it’? I had to begin by following my own advice to m

y students when they ask, ‘How am I going to feel what the character feels?’

My reply is usually: ‘The character is nothing but lines on a page, so – unless

the paper cries when you rip it – the character doesn’t feel anything at all. It’

s you who feels, as a living, sentient being. So take those lines on the page a

s a road-map, a blueprint, a succession of imaginative prompts for what you

might feel as the actor.’ 

The Hecabe Project experiment involved each of the four actors being i

solated in different corners of the studio with nothing but a camera: sans oth

er actors, sans eyelines, sans physical touch. Instead, the illusion of these wa

s created by a triptych of live images projected onto a large screen. The limit

ed time we had for the first round of Research and Development simply didn’

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 2311, 2014 Draft 32
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t entail enough rehearsal for me to take deeply into my body and imaginatio

n the high-octane given circumstances of the text deeply into my body and i

magination. Certainly, the fact that the news at the time was drenched with i

mages of war-torn Iraq, Gaza, Israel and , Ukraine, ‘prompted my true inner f

eelings’; those images facilitated my ‘belief in the general possibilities’ of tha

t life for someone, even if my own life had few obvious cross-over points with

Hecabe. That said, my main avenue into the emotional terrain was to surren

der to my actual experience of the experiment. 

In performance, there was a certain sublime purity as we each had not

hing but the unblinking eye of a camera lens and the predetermined choreog

raphies of sightlines to provide the illusion of contact with each other. Those

were the direct given circumstances of our experience, circumstances that w

ere ‘always within reach.’. So what did I genuinely experience within these gi

ven circumstances? What were my true-seeming feelings? Isolation. Dislocati

on. Not being listened to (as there was no other person in my performance s

pace actually connecting to me). Not being understood (as the technicalities

of the experiment deliberately dislocated us as actors from our usual, necess

ary interactions with real, living bodies). Was it possible or relevant to transf

er those feelings onto the given circumstances of the character? Absolutely!

Those were my real feelings. Those were my experiences of living through th

e role. And they corresponded wholly to feelings appropriate to Hecabe. Whic

h leads to Provocation Two2…. 

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 11, 2014 Draft 2
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Provocation 2: What does Stanislavsky’s perezhivanie really mean and how d

o we use it?

Perezhivanie – translated as to ‘live through’ or ‘experience’ a role – is a ter

m increasingly explored among contemporary Stanislavsky researchers, incl

uding the scholars Sharon M. Carnicke and Rose Whyman, andas well as  the

practitioners John Gillett and Katya Kamotskaia.7 Inevitably, there are subtle

nuances of interpretation arising from how the term is translated, as well as f

rom whether the interpreter is a scholar, director, actor or actor-trainer. How

ever, the underlying pitfall with this term is that actors may believe that, unl

ess they actually live through and suffer whatever the character lives throug

h and suffers, then ,  they aren’t doing their job properly. Yet, as we’ve sugg

ested, the character doesn’t exist: it’s just lines on a page. We as actors are t

he ones who feel, suffer, live through, and interpret. So how can we best inte

rpret and apply the term perezhivanie, whether we’re building a role in rehea

rsal or performing it on stage or on camera – as I believe those two distinct e

nvironments involve notably different modes of ‘experiencing’ a role? 

When we’re rehearsing a character-driven script, we usually want to fin

d a lure into that character, a deep connection to the given circumstances th

at helps us go, ‘Ah! Now I get it. Now I know why the character says these wo

rds and executes these actions.’ The lure helps us ‘live through’ the role – an

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 2311, 2014 Draft 32
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d allows the role to ‘live through’ us, like music through a flute. Or, as Gillett

suggests, we open ourselves to the influence of the given circumstances ‘like

breathing air into our lungs.’8 When it came to rehearsing The Hecabe Projec

t with actors, David Annen, Josephine Rogers and Grainne Byrne, I did indeed

‘live through’ Hecabe’s pain at the imminent sacrifice of her daughter. This w

as largely thanks to Josephine Rogers, who is an extremely thin-skinned actr

ess. The very first time she uttered Polyxena’s words: ‘Darling mother, Give

me your dear hand; let your cheek rest close to mine... This is my last goodb

ye to you, My own dear mother,’,9 tears were pouring down her face. The dir

ect physical contact of being cheek to cheek with Rogers – combined with im

aginatively connecting to the given circumstances of saying goodbye to som

eone I love – hooked my ‘true inner feelings’ to the blueprint provided by Eur

ipides. I ‘experienced’ Hecabe’s sorrow in that moment.

When it came to the performance, however, my ‘experience’ was quite

different from the rehearsal. Now I had the technical demands of camera pos

itions creating the imperatives of my experience. As Rogers and I – in our isol

ated areas of the studio – said goodbye to each other, Lavender had directed

us to place our cheeks close to our respective cameras (though not too close,

or there wouldn’t be enough light entering the iris). At the same time, we we

re to gently sway the cameras in order to give the impression on the live proj

ection that we were clasping each other. Instead of feeling Rogers’ tear-soak

ed cheek and receptive embrace, my actual experience in the performance

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 11, 2014 Draft 2
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was the prodding corner of the plastic camera-casing and my uneven rocking

of the tripod. That was my experience. To live through the performance unde

r thoese given circumstances required a delicate balancing of technical objec

tivity, psychophysical recall of Rogers’ body, a and imaginative connection to

saying goodbye to a daughter whom (in reality) I’ve never actually had. 

While these performance conditions were extreme in their technical de

mands, I use them to illustrate the impact on the actor of the real given circu

mstances of a performance as much as the imaginary given circumstances o

f a character. It’s the balancing of the two that actually creates the actor’s m

oment-by-moment experience of a role: any idea that we have to ‘feel what t

he character is feeling’ is a twisting of nature and a misinterpretation of Stan

islavsky. Frederick Matern highlights this point in his 2013 article, ‘Stanislavs

ki, Shpet, and the Art of Lived Experience.’ (Stanislavski Studies Issue 3, Nov

ember 2013).. Discussing Stanislavsky’s collaboration with Gustav Shpet (stu

dent of Edmund Husserl, the father of phenomenology), Matern untangles an

y misunderstanding of perezhivanie by citing Shpet’s 1921 essay on ‘Theatre

as Art.’. Shpet writes that perezhivanie was ‘construed as the very content of

the actor’s creativity. Insofar as aesthetics adopted this theory it fell into a p

sychologistic error, while at the same time ignoring psychology.’ 10 As Matern

points out, this error involves ‘the assumption that it is necessary to evoke in

oneself a certain experience in order for the needed expression to emerge of

itself.’ If we honestly believe that we have to experience what ‘the character

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 2311, 2014 Draft 32
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is experiencing,’, we often put ourselves at a significant disconnect from the

actuality of what we’re negotiating in performance. Out of that gaping discon

nect between expectation and actuality can arise (at the very least) lack of c

onfidence and (at the very most) chronic stage fright. 

I urge us to throw out the idea that we should genuinely experience wh

at we think the character is experiencing. It’s an obsolete interpretation of St

anislavsky. If we allow ourselves to be placed fairly and squarely in the prese

nt tense, we don’t have to pretend we’re undergoing anything. We simply ha

ve to allow whatever we’re actually experiencing – here-today-now – to be pa

rt of the given circumstances of performing. Indeed, I would argue that this d

efinition of perezhivanie is naturally and inevitably in line with current cogniti

ve science ideas, and, in particular, the enactive approach. Which takes me t

o Provocation 3….

Provocation 3: As ‘enactive’ beings, surely we only have ‘here-today-now’?

Acting processes will always evolve in line with scientific discoveries. Certainl

y, Stanislavsky sought to integrate aspects of psychology and the sciences in

to the creation of his ‘system.’.  Likewise, contemporary performance resear

chers are constantly offering us new valuable new insights – particularly at th

is time Bruce McConachie, Rhonda Blair, John Lutterbie, and Rick Kemp (amo

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 11, 2014 Draft 2
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ng others).11 A deepening understanding of cognitive science will undoubtedl

y impact on our ongoing actor-training evolutions. Indeed, part of my propos

ed paradigm shift involves (what is known in cognitive science as) ‘the enacti

ve approach.’.’. 

There’s no question that emotional accessibility is a prerequisite for us

as actors. Why become actors unless we’re willing and able to render ourselv

es emotionally open – thin-skinned and vulnerable – to the sensations provok

ed by our imaginations? On the flipside, we sometimes become so fixated wit

h emotional accessibility that, ironically, we become too head-led. We fret ou

rselves with thought-based anxieties such as: ‘Will I feel anything? Will I be a

ble to cry on cue?’ We unwittingly fall prey to some kind of Cartesian dualis

m, ripping our heads from our hearts – our thoughts from our feelings. 

By contrast, the enactive approach proposes that ‘there is no differenc

e in kind between cognition and emotion. Rather, both cognition and emotion

turn out to be instances of the relentless sense-making of the precarious livin

g organism as it maintains itself via continuous processes of self-regulation a

nd exchange with the environment.’12 In acting terms, this relentless sense-

making and self-regulation might involve our ‘precarious living organism’ tryi

ng to hit its mark and remember its lines and cry on cue and imaginatively c

onnect to the given circumstances. In other words, the enactive approach en

compasses every aspect of the situation in which we actually find ourselves.

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 2311, 2014 Draft 32
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For some time, the enactive approach has been adopted by performan

ce practitioners, perhaps most notably by Phillip Zarrilli (as previously mentio

ned above in the section above regarding breath and body awareness). Zarril

li’s personalised braiding together of trainings (including Asian martial arts a

nd yoga) purposefully encourages performers to be mindful of their body’s pr

esence as part of the actual experience of performance: ‘Immersion in an on

going psychophysical process allows the practitioner to explore, on a subtle l

evel, the sense of experience/awareness of what one is doing as it is being d

one, i.e., the vibratory quality of one’s relationship to the acting task in relati

on to the environment one inhabits.’13 This is in essence a sophisticated take

on Stanislavsky’s dual consciousness, which is basically: ‘“I get on with what

I’m supposed to do in performance, while also being aware that I am perform

ing.’ 

So often as actors we create a potential for stage fright when we beco

me aware of the fact that we are aware of the fact that we’re performing. ‘“S

houldn’t I be lost in my role? Shouldn’t I be feeling what the character’s feeli

ng?’” No! We cannot dislocate ourselves from our bodies, which – here and n

ow, in this very instance – are experiencing particular sensations as they go

about their business of keeping us alive, and many of those sensations have

absolutely nothing to do with the character and fictional action. Nonetheless,

they inevitably impact our cognitive appreciation of a moment as it happens.

‘Experiencing a role’ means accommodating and embracing the multi-dimen

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 11, 2014 Draft 2
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sions of human existence, in which emotion and cognition are co-existent an

d inseparable. Indeed, I’m currently in the throes of writing Facing the Fear:

An Actor’s Guide to Overcoming Stage Fright (forthcoming, Nick Hern Books).

Increasingly, I’m convinced that ownership of each enacted moment – be it f

ear-filled or full-filled – goes part way towards diminishing performance anxie

ty. Actors such as Derek Jacobi, who have been incredibly open about their st

age fright, find that ultimately their fear is overwhelmed by their fundamenta

l need to act. 14  The demons in their heads are overcome by their unquencha

ble love of performing, with all its cognitive and emotional synchrony. Which

takes me to Provocation 4….

Provocation 4: Is stage fright responsible for inspiring Stanislavsky? 

We shouldn’t forget how badly Stanislavsky suffered stage fright. This is one

of the many fascinating aspects to emerge clearly in Stanislavsky: A Life in L

etters, published as part of the 2013 birthday celebrations.15 In this wonderfu

l edition and translation of Stanislavsky’s letters, Laurence Senelick presents

the profile of a complex man, raddled with illness and riddled with anxiety. R

evealed by the letters are three clear instigators of Stanislavsky’s need to cr

eate a system: his ongoing distress at the state of Russian theatre; his haunti

ng uncertainty about his own acting talent; and his battle with his febrile phy

sical health. As he writes in 1908:

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 2311, 2014 Draft 32
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We have succeeded in blazing the trail of new principles. These p

rinciples may turn the whole psychology of the actor’s creativity

upside-down. Every day I conduct experiments on myself and oth

ers and very often achieve the most interesting results […]….  Wi

th the help of such experiments, I have succeeded in bringing my

self to a remarkably greater simplicity and power in my roles, an

d succeeded in bolstering my creative powers to such an extent t

hat, even when feverish or under the weather, I forget about illne

ss and get energized on stage.16

I suggest that two of the strategies adopted by Stanislavsky as potenti

al antidotes to his stage fright were yoga and Active Analysis. 

Stanislavsky and Yoga

As with perezhivanie, a good deal of new information has come to light in rec

ent years regarding Stanislavsky’s exploration of yoga. At this point, I turn to

another exciting publication issued during the 2013 anniversary year: R. And

rew White’s edited volume of essays – The Routledge Companion to Stanisla

vsky.17 The Companion includes his own fascinating chapter, ‘Stanislavsky an

d Ramacharaka: the impact of yoga and the Occult Revival on the System,’, i

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 11, 2014 Draft 2
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n which White cites the influence of ‘Oriental metaphysics’ arising as early as

1906, when Stanislavsky was playing Astrov in Chekhov’s Uncle Vanya.18 It is

well documented that Leopold Sulerzhitsky incorporated elements of yoga int

o the First Studio, experimenting with radiating and transmitting prana energ

y rays.19 However, it was a gift from Stanislavsky’s son’s tutor that arguably

cemented his implementation of breathing exercises. That This gift comprise

d two books by the American ‘lawyer-turned-metaphysician’20  , William Walke

r Atkinson (pen-name, Yogi Ramacharaka): Hatha Yoga and Raja Yoga. 

White acknowledges that Ramacharaka obviously had a distinctly West

ern approach to meditational, yogic practices. Indeed, Maria Kapsali’s recent

article, ‘The presence of yoga in Stanislavski’s work and nineteenth-century

metaphysical thought’ (Stanislavski Studies Issue 3, November 2013) compel

lingly argues that Ramacharaka’s division of hatha and raja yoga affected St

anislavsky’s own writing:

in line with the separation between mental and physical faculties

that characterized American metaphysical thought […] Atkinson

placed mental and physical development in two distinct books, e

ntitled Raja Yoga and Hatha Yoga respectively. He further claime

d that, “the internal world must be conquered first before the out

er world is attacked.”.21
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As Kapsali point outs, Stanislavsky then divided his ‘system’ (albeit at the pu

blisher’s behest) into ‘inner work’ – Experiencing – and ‘outer’ work – Physica

l Embodiment. As the enactive approach to cognitive science now emphasise

s, experiencing is physically embodying, so this division of experiencing and

embodiment is just as unnatural as Descartes’ body-mind divide. Small wond

er that more and more scientists and practitioners – including Zarrilli – use th

e term ‘bodymind’ to describe the entirety that is comprises our cognitive, se

nsate, experiential self. 

Increasingly, actors – including myself – incorporate some kind of yogic

work into their preparation and training. I begin almost every class, rehearsal

or performance warm-up with a ten-minute series of yoga postures taught to

me many moons ago by director, Bill Buffery. The effortless way in which eve

n the simplest of yoga routines can synchronise breath, imagination, physical

suppleness, and a sense of creative ease is extremely user-friendly. Addressi

ng Stanislavsky’s striving for a relaxed psychophysical state, Kapsali suggest

s that ‘what Stanislavski is after is a state of optimal proprioceptive awarene

ss, whereby correct posture prevents the building of tension and the absence

of tension ensures a correct posture.’22 If Stanislavsky hadn’t been worried a

bout the correlation of physical and mental tension in the first place, he migh

t not have included this invaluable tool in his ‘system’, by means of which an

actor can prepare an appropriate inner creative state and an in-the-moment

presence. 

‘This side of reality’, Bella Merlin, September 11, 2014 Draft 2
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Stanislavsky and Active Analysis

Indeed, another area of research into creativity over the last few decades – n

ot least with psychologist Mikhail Csikszentmihalyi’s seminal books on Creati

vity and Flow23 – has focused on the nature of presence. Here too, we can gai

n new insights into Stanislavsky, as well as seeing just how far ahead of his ti

me he was with the culmination of his life’s work: Active Analysis.

Active Analysis is the approach to creating a role and rehearsing a play

that places improvisation at its heart. Much has emerged over the last fifteen

years about the nature of Active Analysis, not least Sharon M. Carnicke’s res

earch into Maria Knebel24 and my own Beyond Stanislavsky: The Psycho-Phys

ical Approach to Actor Training. 25 (This The latter is one of the first English-la

nguage, on-the-ground accounts of the inner workings of Active Analysis.) Th

e fundamental principle of Active Analysis is its holism: choices are made by

the body in space, as much as by the head during text analysis. Through vari

ous stages of improvisation – beginning with silent études and culminating in

dead-letter-perfect delivery of the script – we create a lively interpretation of

character and a comprehensive physical score. Of course, text analysis rema

ins a vital and exciting aspect of the work – after all, we don’t know what to i

mprovise unless we’ve studied the blueprint. However, Stanislavsky’s empha
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sis on improvisation intuitively tapped into what we now know about the neu

roscience of creativity itself.

 In Theatrical Improvisation, Consciousness and Cognition, Clayton D. D

rinko explores the cognitive nature of improvisation. He references research

undertaken with jazz musicians, in which a comparison was made of their ne

urological activity when they were improvising as opposed to when they wer

e playing memorized scores. It was discovered that, when they were improvi

sing, activity in the part of the prefrontal cortex linked to planning and self-c

ensoring slowed down, while activity in the part linked to self-expression and

creativity increased.26 To put it in acting terms, our brains facilitate a certain

uninhibited flow when we’re improvising, yet they inhibit that activity when

we’re trying to remember our lines.

We know Stanislavsky struggled terribly with line-learning. As early as

1899 (just one year after the opening of the Moscow Art Theatre), his co-foun

der and director Nemirovich-Danchenko grew so frustrated with Stanislavsky

in Uncle Vanya, that he questioned the point of disciplining the other actors

when the leading actor set such a bad example. Stanislavsky’s battle with lin

e-learning continued for years, as he describes in 1915 when trying to memo

rise Mozart and Salieri:

I acted the part all night, tormented by insomnia and the more I

went through the lines the more I forgot them. During the day, in
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the street and in the carriage, I wore myself out with the same re

lentless, stupid repetition of the lines.27

A lifetime of such hauntings seems to have propelled Stanislavsky towards A

ctive Analysis, where the process of learning lines is subtle and incremental.

By shifting his focus to improvisation, he was intuitively encouraging actors t

o activate the parts of the brain associated (currently) with creativity and self

-expression, and rendering them less reliant on the parts of the brain associa

ted (currently) with memory and self-censorship.28 This would suggest that A

ctive Analysis is a truly creative and entirely natural way of working. Certainl

y, in my own uses of Active Analysis – both as an actor and a director – I hav

e been struck by the effortless ownership that an actor can acquire of a role.

As an actor, I find my own stage fright radically diminishes using the principl

es of Active Analysis. As a director, some of the most gratifying responses fro

m student-actors include, ‘The lines learnt themselves – along with the thoug

hts’; ‘there were lots of feelings and emotions bubbling under the words, whi

ch I wouldn’t have found if I’d just learnt the lines in the way I normally do’; a

nd ‘the words really did belong to me as an actor’.29 Active Analysis can provi

de direct means to transform into character and eliminate performance anxi

ety. That said….

Provocation 5: Does any of it matter?
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I recently met an eighty-year-old retired nurse, who had upped sticks from th

e UK and settled in Hollywood to try her hand at acting. She’s doing very well

– actually rather better than many of my friends who have devoted their live

s to being professional actors, training for several years and putting in their ti

me in the trenches of the profession. I also met a young actor from Oxford U

niversity, who had been picked up at OUDS by a leading agent and one year l

ater is carving out a pretty good career in television. He had’d read English a

t Oxford, which essentially meant studying texts from Beowulf to Barchester

Towers. He told me that, since his degree had been devoted to analysing tex

ts, he felt no need to train at a drama school. (I didn’t like to point out the cri

tical differences in teaching text analysis between scholars and actor-trainer

s.)

In June 2014, Zarrilli hosted a day-long seminar at the University of Exe

ter, entitled ‘Affect, Emotion, Acting.’. He brought together philosophers of m

ind, Giovanni Colombetti and Joel Krueger, and theatre practitioners, includin

g Niamh Dowling and Thomasina Unsworth (Rose Bruford College), Rebecca

Loukes and Sunhee Kim (University of Exeter), and myself (University of Calif

ornia). The discussions were exciting and inspiring, and endorsed my belief t

hat we’re on the brink of a paradigm shift in actor-training. At the same time,

I found myself feeling overtly provocative: ‘Does any of it matter?’ I asked.

‘Why spend seven years in India studying kalarippayatu? Or five years in Rus
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sia training as an actor? I could be an eighty-year-old nurse or a graduate fro

m Oxbridge and be still earning a fortune in TV and film. Who needs training

anyway?’ Arguments hotly ensued amongst us, concerning the craft and the

industry, the long-term gain or the short-term fix. I’m still not sure what I feel

about it. 

‘Of course it all matters,’ said Actor A, when I solicited his thoughts on

the subject. ‘Acting is – and will always be – an art and craft that evolves thro

ugh technique. Training and craft maintain precision – something that the m

ediocrity of generalisation prevents.’ Stanislavsky: A Life in Letters reveals th

at thirty years after the formation of the Moscow Art Theatre, Stanislavsky w

as still battling with drunks and cynics among his company. Yet he persisted.

As many of us will. That persistent passion for acting keeps us asking questio

ns and moving the craft forward. The provocations proffered in this paper are

intended to provoke our passion, and to seek articulation of evolving modes

and paradigms.

Words: 5802
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